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Abstracct — This pap
per presents ourr recent progreess in the deveelopment and ccharacterizationn of our 6” inddustrial IBC
M
Mercury cells. We
W gained morre than 1% abssolute in efficieency by optimiizing the proceesses and desiggn of the cells, resulting in
200.9% cell effiiciency. Our cell
c process do
oes not createe a space or ““gap” betweenn the rear-sidee emitter and BSF areas,
coonsequently th
he cells have a long length off high-high pn
n-junction on thhe rear side. W
We present a m
method to charracterize the
pnn-junction reco
ombination and
d quantify its contribution
c
to
o Voc and pseuudo-FF losses, one of the keyy performance parameters
foor optimisation
n of a gap-less IBC cell, and illustrate
i
how this
t was centraal to the recentt efficiency impprovement. Toogether with
thhese results, we
w briefly poin
nt out some key
k aspects of
o the design and productioon processes tthat ensure thee industrial
m
manufacturability of the cell and module. Fin
nally, our roadmap towards >
>23% efficient Mercury cellss is presented.

I.

INTRO
ODUCTION

The reccent International Technolog
gy Roadmap fo
or PV report foorecasts the reaar-side contacteed cell technollogy to gain
a market share of at least 20%
% by 2025 [1]. This forecastt is supported by market trends towards hhigher performaance, lower
coosts/kWh, and
d by the intereest in improveed aesthetics of
o PV system
ms. In accordannce with this trend, ECN ddevelops an
Innterdigitated baack contact (IB
BC) homo-jun
nction solar celll, which diffeers from the w
well-known IBC
C cells with frront surface
field (FSF). Alth
hough IBC cellls with a FSF have
h
shown to yield very higgh conversion eefficiencies, coost effective prroduction of
thhese devices po
oses challenges. To prevent performance lo
osses due charrge recombinattion above thee back surface field (BSF)
knnown as the ellectrical shadin
ng effect [2], th
he typical widtth of the BSF iis reduced to thhe order of 0.22-0.4 mm, out of a typical
ceell pitch of 1.5 mm. The ineq
quality of BSF and emitter widths results inn the need for sstrict patterningg tolerances inn processing
buut also has imp
plications for the
t metallizatio
on as shown in
n our previouss publication [33]. To avoid thhe need for a nnarrow BSF
w
width, the Merccury cell developed at ECN is
i an interdigittated back conntact (IBC) celll which emplooys a conductivve p+-doped
frront floating em
mitter (FFE). A schematic cro
oss-section of the
t Mercury ceell is shown in Figure 1.

mulations.
Fig. 1. Schematic cross-seection of a Merrcury IBC cell. The dashed boox indicates thee unit cells useed in device sim
The FF
FE enhances lateral
l
transporrt properties for
f minority caarriers (holes)) at the front. In addition, iit induces a
“ppumping effecct” which transports holes from
fr
regions above
a
the BSF
F to the rear eemitter, limitinng the effect oof electrical
shhading of the BSF
B areas at th
he rear. With proper
p
tuning of
o conductance and Jo, the FF
FE can be appllied as an effecctive means
too increase the BSF
B width with
h marginal losss in cell perforrmance while aassuring processs simplificatioon and cost redduction. The
FF
FE benefits weere described in
n more detail previously
p
[3].
The deevelopment of FFE cells wass reported receently by other research groupps as well. Müüller et al. [4] reported an
atttractive processs flow for an FFE IBC cell that reached 21.7% on 2x2 ccm based on P--implantation tthat selectivelyy blocks the
foollowing BBr3 diffusion. Thee screen printed
d 6 inch IBC cells
c
that ISC K
Konstanz has rreported [5] acchieved 21.5%
% efficiency.
These cells also feature a FFE, illustrating th
he potential of this
t low-cost aapproach.
In this paper, manufaacturability asp
pects of the IBC Mercury tecchnology are ddiscussed, togetther with the laatest results
obbtained. Then a characterisatiion method and
d results for th
he rear-side em
mitter-BSF pn-juunction recombbination are deescribed. As
illlustration of th
he method, wee monitor the impact of pn-jjunction recom
mbination as a function of thhe boron diffuusion recipe
m
meant that creattes the rear em
mitter and FFE, and we elaborrate on the phyysical backgrouund to understaand it. Finally,, we discuss
thhe work in pro
ogress and furrther process optimization possible
p
for thhe Mercury IB
BC cells, part of our roadm
map towards
inndustrial IBC cells
c
with efficiiency over 23%
%.
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II.

MANU
UFACTURABILITY AND PE
ERFORMANCE
E

The EC
CN IBC Mercury process teechnology rem
mains close to oour industrial n-Pasha proceess technologyy. The same
prrocess equipmeent as for n-Paasha is used in a similar numb
ber of process steps, with equuipment as weell as, importanntly, process
paarameters, beiing compatiblee with an ind
dustrial scale production
p
andd throughput. Cells are proocessed on coommercially
avvailable 156x156 mm2 n-Czz wafers. The cell
c structure comprises
c
an innterdigitated bboron-doped em
mitter and a phhosphorousdooped Back Su
urface Field (B
BSF) on the rear-side and a boron-doped F
FFE on the froont-side. Dopeed regions aree created by
m
means of tube diffusion
d
processes and are deesigned to be suitable
s
for inddustrial throughhput, i.e. lowerr cycle time annd high load
deensity. The FF
FE and the rearr emitter are fo
ormed in a single Boron difffusion step andd the recipe off this step is vaaried in this
w
work to study th
he effect of pn--junction recom
mbination. Stru
ucturing of thee rear-side diffuusions does noot involve the ccreation of a
gaap between thee emitter and the
t BSF. This patterning app
proach of diffuusions greatly simplifies processing of the device and
reeduces manufaacturing costs. Front-side
F
and
d rear-side surfface passivationn and anti-refleecting coatingss are applied bby industrial
A
ALD and PECV
VD equipmentt. The metallissation consistss of a firing-thhrough Ag passte deposited iin a single steep, for both
em
mitter and BSF
F, by screen-p
printing and feaatures an open
n grid design ssuitable for thiin wafers and bifacial appliccations. The
m
metallisation griid design inclu
udes busbars an
nd 62 interconn
nections pads aas shown in figgure 2.

Fig 2 . Rear-side
R
grid design of the IIBC Mercury ccell.
b
and intterconnection ppoints in this ddesign are direcctly printed annd contacted
It is off importance to note that the busbars
too the cell by fire-through
f
meetal paste, justt as the fingerrs. Consequenttly, the relatively wide metaal busbar areass inherently
coontact wide bu
usbar diffusion
n areas. Due to
o the mitigating
g pumping efffect the wider (BSF) diffusioon areas will cause only a
m
minor electrical shading loss in
i the Isc of thee cell. Based on
n this design, tthe cells can bee readily proceessed into moddules thanks
too ECN’s foil-baased interconnection design [6]
[ and does no
ot require multti-level metallissation involvinng an isolation layer.
The ECN
E
module manufacturing
g technology used to interrconnect the IBC Mercuryy cells is baased on an
innterconnection foil with integ
grated copper conductor layeer, on which tthe cells are ellectrically conttacted using a conductive
addhesive. Comp
pared to a tabbed interconnecction technolog
gy, the rear-sidde foil interconnnection allows reduction of the module
seeries resistancee by using morre interconnectt metal (more cross-sectional
c
l area) and therreby reduces thhe cell to moduule FF loss.
A
Also, the modu
ule manufacturring based on integrated bacck-foil can be done with higgher yield and reduced intercconnectionprrocess-related stress, allowin
ng use of (much
h) thinner cellss and thereforee offering addittional cost reduuction possibillities.So far,
2xx2 cells IBC Mercury
M
lamin
nates successfu
ully passed dam
mp heat and th
thermal cycle ttests as describbed by the IEC standard.
B
Based on the sam
me interconnecction technolog
gy, a first 60-cell module is inn preparation tto monitor cell-to-module lossses.
Recentt developmentss in the processs and design paarameters of thhe Mercury celll have resultedd in cell efficieencies up to
200.9% [7], whicch is an increase in efficiency
y of more than
n 1% absolute compared to tthe results that were reportedd previously
[88]. One major process impro
ovement contriibuting to this efficiency inccrease is relateed to the boronn diffusion reccipe used to
crreate the FFE and rear emittter of our IBC
C Mercury celll. Effect of thhe boron diffuusion recipe onn the cell perfformance is
diiscussed in thee next section. In
I table I, the cell
c parameterss of the best ceell are shown. The I/V param
meters were obttained in an
inn-house measurement using a class AAA solar
s
simulator. The measureement chuck w
was especially ddesigned for oour Mercury
ceells, with curreent and voltagee probes only contacting
c
the module intercoonnection poinnts, and a reflective but non-eelectricallycoonductive chucck surface, rep
presentative fo
or the situation
n in a modulee. The Jsc wass corrected forr spectral mismatch. The
m
measurement was
w calibrated with a Fraunh
hofer-ISE-calib
brated front-annd-rear contactt cell measuredd with a diffeerent chuck.
B
Both for calibraation and for IB
BC cell measurrements, the ch
huck surface ouutside of the ceell was maskedd with black tappe, to avoid
caalibration errorrs due to variattion in the chucck area and chu
uck reflectancee.
Area [cm2]

Jscc [mA/cm2]

Voc [mV]

FF [-]

E
Efficiency [%]

23
39

41.2

656

0.771

20.9

Table I.
I I/V parameteers of the best IIBC Mercury ccell
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Surfacee passivation of
o IBC cells is of high imporrtance, firstly ffor high Jsc duue to the long ppath lengths thhat minority
caarriers need to travel before being
b
collected
d, and secondly
y to build up a ssubstantial carrrier density in order to achievve high Voc.
A
As mentioned earlier, the IBC Mercury cell is
i a gap-less IB
BC cell. Thereffore, emitter annd BSF diffuseed regions on thhe rear-side
arre in contact and
a this junctio
on area should
d also be consiidered as sensiitive area wheen it comes to passivation annd resulting
reecombination. The next secttion focuses on
n this particulaar aspect of thee Mercury celll: the pn-junctiion recombinaation and its
im
mpact on the ceell performancee.

IIII.

PN-JU
UNCTION REC
COMBINATION
N
1. Jo measuremen
nts of IBC sttructured surrface

The surrface passivation performancce of the FFE, rear
r emitter annd BSF areas caan be extractedd individually ffrom Sinton
quuasi-steady staate photocondu
uctance (QSSP
PC) lifetime measurements
m
oon test structuures with largee-area (non-intterdigitated)
diiffusions on each side. The characteristic recombination
n parameter J0 can be deterrmined from tthe slope of thhe (inverse,
coorrected for Au
uger recombinaation) lifetime curve as propo
osed by Kane aand Swanson [99].
Howev
ver, the J0 deteermination of surfaces that are typical foor an IBC celll, which incorrporates emitteer and BSF
diiffusion in an interdigitated
i
pattern,
p
is much
h more challen
nging than for a uniformly difffused surface. Both QSSPC or transient
phhotoconductan
nce measuremeents on these IBC structures are subject to artefacts thhat prohibit acccurate evaluaation of the
liffetime and imp
plied Voc.
We can qualitatively
y describe thesse artefacts ass follows: Thee photoconducctance method relies on com
mparing the
coonductance off the sample in
n dark and un
nder illumination, and changges of conducttivity are assuumed to be soolely due to
chhanges of carriier density. How
wever, in dark conditions, the conductivity contribution oof the emitter ddiffused fingerss of the IBC
sttructure to the inductive meaasurement is liimited, since th
he pn-junctionns between em
mitter and base and also betw
ween emitter
annd BSF fingerss are not condu
uctive, as sketcched in Figure 3 (left side). T
Thus charges ccannot move inn and out of theese diffused
fingers and the conductivity
c
iss reduced.

F
Fig. 3. Schema
atic overview of
o conduction paths,
p
e.g. for currents
c
induceed by the RF ccoil of the QSSP
PC tool, in dark and light
conditions in
n a cross-sectiion of an IBC Mercury
M
cell. Red
R and blue coorrespond to thhe different pollarities of the rregions.
Howev
ver, under illum
mination the pn
n-junction starrts to conduct as a function oof light intensiity (injection llevel) in the
saample and the charges can move
m
freely in and
a out of the diffused emitteer (see Figure 3 right). Thiss increased connductivity is
m
measured by th
he induction co
oil. Since the photoconducta
p
ance method aattributes an inncrease in condductivity to thhe increased
caarrier concentration in the base of the sample, the enhanceed conductivityy due to the coonducting pn-juunctions causess the carrier
deensity to be ov
verestimated. This
T results in a sudden increease in apparennt lifetime at light intensities that cause thee junction to
“sswitch on”, leaading to an oveerestimation off the implied Voc. This effectt on the lifetim
me curve of ann IBC structureed sample is
shhown in Figuree 4, and was rep
ported earlier as
a well [10].

Fig. 4. QSSP
PC lifetime currve of an IBC cell
c structure, showing
s
the liffetime anomalyy, leading to ovverestimated im
mplied Voc
value.
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Despitee this effect, th
he J0 according
g to the method
d of Kane and S
Swanson can sstill be determiined for IBC sttructures, as
it is evaluated at
a very high in
njection levelss (Δn >>1015 cm-3)
c
where tthe lifetime cuurve is not dissturbed by thee mentioned
arrtefacts. The liinear fit used for this metho
od has a higherr off-set but thhe slope is noot affected andd can thereforee be used to
chharacterize the surface recom
mbination perfo
ormance of the interdigitated sstructure.
The recombination parameter
p
J0 ass determined by
b the Kane aand Swanson m
method is relaated to the reccombination
chharacterized by
y an ideality faactor n=1 for surfaces with one
o dominant ccarrier concenttration such as diffused surfaaces. This J0
caan be identified
d with the J01 parameter
p
in a 2-diode equattion for the celll. Shockley-Reead-Hall recom
mbination occuurring in the
buulk under high
h injection cond
ditions or in a pn-junction haas an ideality ffactor n=2 andd is representedd in the diode eequation by
thhe J02 parameteer. When the method
m
of Kan
ne and Swanson is applied on photoconduuctance measuurements of saamples with
hoomogeneous diffusions both bulk and pn-ju
unction recomb
bination will bee reflected in thhe effective buulk lifetime [9]..
As exp
plained above,, the effectivee bulk lifetimee value is inacccessible whenn photoconductance measurrements are
caarried out on IB
BC patterned samples. The IB
BC cell architeecture that we w
work with entaails a gap-less junction between BSF and
em
mitter which co
ould exhibit J022-type recombiination. As the total pn-junctiion length thatt meanders at thhe rear side of an IBC cell
iss relatively larg
ge, the recombination contrib
bution of the gap-less emitterr-BSF junctionn can have signnificant impactt on the cell
peerformance. In
n the next sectio
on, we present an alternative test method thhat enables quaantification of tthe recombinattion activity
att the pn-junctio
ons and confirm
ms that the J0 determination
d
from the slopee of the QSSPC
C inverse lifetiime curve is innsensitive to
thhis type of reco
ombination, as expected.

2. Ex
xperimental set-up
s
and method
m
valida
ation
In a firrst experiment,, test structuress were designeed with interdiggitated emitterr and BSF areaas on the rear sside, and an
FF
FE on the fron
nt side. The BS
SF and emitter fractions weree kept constantt, while the num
mber of transittions, i.e. pn-juunctions, on
a test structure was varied beetween 5 and 20
2 junctions peer centimetre aas described inn the next secttion. To illustrrate the pnjuunction recomb
bination measu
urement possib
bilities and limiitations, samplles without anyy rear-side passsivation were prepared in
thhe first place. The
T passivation
n of the FFE waas the same in all cases.
The surface passivatiion of the test structures
s
with
hout rear passivvation was evaaluated using thhe Sinton QSS
SPC lifetime
m
measurements, which excludees the J02 and thus the pn-ju
unction recombbination contriibution in the analysis. The resulting J0
vaalue is used to calculate the implied
i
Voc that would be reeached if only tthe recombinaation at the highly doped surffaces would
occcur, by using the formula:

VOC 


kkT  J sc
 1
ln 
q  J 01 

(1)

Subseq
quently, the Voc
m
using the Sinton SuunsVoc setup, w
without metalliization grid.
o of the test sttructure was measured
The Voc measured in this case is affected by all sources of recombination
r
.
Figure 5 shows the im
mplied Voc as calculated
c
acco
ording to equatiion (1) based oon J0 values deetermined usingg the Sinton
liffetime tester (rred) and the Voc
m
(bblue). Both of tthese Voc valuees are plotted aas a function
o measured in the SunsVoc measurement
off the density off pn-junctions on the rear. No
ote that in both
h measurementts the samples hhave no metalllization. The coontacting in
thhe SunsVoc insttrument was do
one by using metal
m
pins direcctly in contact w
with the dopedd Si surfaces.

Fig. 5. Impllied Voc, (derived from the surrface J0 determ
mination in a SSinton lifetime ttester, using eqquation 1) (red)
d) and Voc
m
measured in a Sinton
S
SunsVocc setup (blue) at
a 1 sun, as a fu
unction of pn-juunction densityy, for an IBC teest structure w
with no rear
passivation.
p
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Compared to the implied Voc derived from surface J0 determination in a Sinton lifetime tester, the SunsVoc
measurement shows a dramatic Voc drop as the junction density increases. The Voc decreases from ~580 mV to ~550 mV as the
number of junctions per cm increases from 5 to 20. The implied Voc extracted from the J0 determination in the
photoconductance measurement instead shows an approximately constant value around ~655 mV, which is low because of the
non-passivated rear side. From these results it is clear that the implied Voc calculated from the Sinton lifetime tester data does
not take into account the effects of junction recombination, as stated earlier. Therefore, the evaluation of the pn-junction
recombination in a cell structure featuring an interdigitated diffused area such as the IBC Mercury cell requires, for instance, a
SunsVoc measurement on a test structure including a variation of pn-junction density as proposed above.

3. PN-Junction recombination evaluation for the IBC Mercury cells
The same method based on the fabrication of test structures including variation of the pn-junction density was used to
evaluate pn-junction recombination as a function of boron diffusion recipe. Following our current IBC Mercury process
including front and rear side passivation, IBC cells and test structures were processed in parallel in two groups, each group
corresponding to one boron diffusion recipe. In this case, fire-through metal contacts were also applied by screen-printing onto
the test structure to ensure good contacting during the Voc measurement. Metal fraction per diffused area was kept constant and
is similar to the metal fraction used for an IBC Mercury cell. As a result, for each boron diffusion recipe, cells and their
corresponding test structure were fabricated. A schematic of the four sub-cells with different junction density including the
metallisation grid is shown in figure 6. Each sub-cell has a dimension of 19x38cm. A 6 inch wafer includes four rows of eight
sub-cells. The eight sub-cells in one row are identical (one junction density).

Fig. 6. Schematic of the 4 sub-cells with different junction density (5 to 20 junctions per centimetre). The blue and red areas
are the boron and phosphorus-doped regions. The grey areas are the metallisation grid.
From the SunsVoc measurement, the Voc and pseudo-FF are reported in figure 7 as a function of junction density. Due
to suboptimal process parameters in other process steps used in this experiment, Voc levels are below the recent best Voc
reported in the second section of this paper.
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Fig. 7. Voc and pseudo-FF dependence of IBC test structures as a function of pn-junction density. Data are shown for 2
boron diffusion recipes. Stars indicate the junction density of the Mercury cells in this publication.
While the Voc (top chart) and pseudo-FF (bottom chart) trends as a function of the pn-junction density are constant for
the test structure processed with the boron diffusion recipe 2, the test structure processed with the boron diffusion recipe 1
shows a significant drop in Voc and pseudo-FF when the junction density increases. The trend can be assumed to be linear in a
first approximation. By applying a linear fit, the decrease in Voc and pseudo-FF can be estimated respectively at around 0.7mV
and 0.1%abs loss per unit of junction density. Also, from the Y-intercept, it is possible to extrapolate the theoretical Voc and
pFF values in the absence of pn-junction. By comparing the Y-intercept of the SunsVoc curve in figure 7 of both boron
diffusion recipes, a difference of 4 mV in Voc is found. This difference matches with the difference in implied Voc measured in
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the Sinton QSSPC lifetime tester which excludes J02 and thus the pn-junction recombination. Therefore Voc value at the Yintercept of the
SunsVoc curve in figure 7 is representative for the Voc influenced by ideal recombination, i.e. recombination
characterized by an ideality factor n=1, and by contact recombination. Following the rational further, it can be inferred that no
other Jo2 recombination, such as in the emitter / base junction, has a significant contribution to the Voc of the cell.
Based on these observations, the Voc and pseudo-FF losses measured on the test structures were compared to the Voc
and pseudo-FF measured on the corresponding IBC mercury cells processed in parallel. Results are summarized in table II for
both diffusion recipes. In the top part of table II, Voc and pseudo-FF measured on the IBC cells are shown including the Voc
and pseudo-FF differences relative the cell processed with the boron diffusion recipe 2. In the bottom part of the table II, Voc
and pseudo-FF losses related to pn-junction recombination measured on the test structures are shown for a junction density
equal to the junction density used for an IBC Mercury cell (15 junctions/cm). These losses therefore correspond to the
difference between the value at the Y-intercept (junction density=0) and the value at 15 junction/cm junction density as
marked on the plots in figure 7 (delta Voc between the 2 red stars).
The lower Voc at the Y-intercept of the “boron diffusion 1” group compared to the “boron diffusion 2” group is related
to J01-type recombination and could differ due to differences in, e.g., surface passivation or Auger recombination. This Voc
difference, reported in table II and marked in the plots of figure 7 (delta Voc between the blue star and the upper red star), also
contributes to the overall Voc loss measured on the cells of the “boron diffusion 1” group relative to the “boron diffusion 2”
group.
Average Voc (mV)

Average Pseudo-FF (%)

IBC Cells
(7 cells per diffusion recipe)
Cell - B diff 1

627

79.2

Cell - B diff 2

643

80.7

Total losses at cell level
16
of B diff 1 group, relative to B diff 2 group
Test structures
(16 sub-cells per diffusion recipe)

1.5

pn-junction related losses - B diff 1 group

11

1.8

pn-junction related losses - B diff 2 group

0

0

Ideal recombination related losses
4
0.5
of B diff 2 group, relative to B diff 1 group
Total losses at test structure level
15
2.3
of B diff 1 group, relative to B diff 2 group
Table II. Voc and pseudo-FF losses measured on IBC cells and on their corresponding test structures. Voc and pseudo-FF
losses of the “boron diffusion group 1” are calculated at cell level and test structure level relative to the Voc and pseudo-FF of
the cells and test structures of the “boron diffusion group 2”.
As shown in table II, the Voc loss of the “boron diffusion 1” group relative to the “boron diffusion 2” group measured
at cell level is in fair agreement with the total Voc loss calculated on the test structures. However, the pseudo-FF loss measured
on test structures is slightly higher than the pseudo-FF loss measured on the cells. Also, the absolute pseudo-FF value
extrapolated from the test structures at the 15 junction/cm mark is higher than the pseudo-FF measured on its corresponding
IBC Mercury cell. This discrepancy in the pseudo-FF results is for the moment not well-understood and needs further
investigation. One possible explanation could be related to the non-uniformity of the pn-junction recombination activity across
the cell, result of the non-uniformity of some process steps. The test structure design includes several sub-cells, with different
pn-junction densities, on one wafer. Therefore, in contrast to an I/V measurement performed on a cell influenced by the
complete area of the cell, the SunsVoc measurement performed on the test structures remains rather local.
Despite this slight divergence of the pseudo-FF, this method allows us to reliably estimate the effect of the pnjunction recombination activities on the Voc of our IBC Mercury cell. By processing these test structures in parallel to IBC
cells, which only involves a simple change of pattern, we could compare several boron diffusion recipes and correlate their
performance differences with the recombination activity present at the pn-junction. Detailed correlation between boron and
phosphorus doping profile (e.g. doping concentration or junction depth) and pn-junction recombination activity is still to be
investigated. Thanks to these test structures, any process modification made to our IBC Mercury cell (such as diffusion
patterning method, diffusion recipes, passivation schemes…) can be monitored and optimised with respect to their impact on
the pn-junction recombination activity and Voc of the cell. The boron diffusion recipe 2 was selected to manufacture our
current most efficient IBC Mercury cell presented in the previous section.
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IV.

FURTHER OPTIMISATION OF THE CELL PROCESS

Table V illustrates the potential of three scenarios for increasing cell efficiency. The scenarios are based on 2-D
Quokka [11] simulations on a cross-section of a single unit cell (indicated by the dashed box in Figure 1). Tables III and IV
give details on some key input parameters of the simulations. In these scenarios, several BSF and FFE diffusions and different
metallization techniques are considered. The resistance of the metal grid (fingers and busbars) are calculated separately, and
included as a lumped series resistance in the 2-D Quokka simulation. We consider for instance standard fire-through (FT) and
gentler non-fire-through (non-FT) screen printed metallization, and metallization deposited by physical vapor deposition
(PVD). A FT metallization can penetrate a significant distance (a typical number can be upto ~200 nm) into the diffusion
during firing, resulting in high recombination, especially on light diffusions.
The difference between PVD and non-FT metallization is not only in the J0 values (see Table III), but also in the
shape of the contacts. Both require opening of the dielectric prior to application of the metallization. However, the non-FT
metallization is assumed to be screen printed, as (narrow) fingers. The PVD metallization is applied nearly full-area, with
suitable gaps isolating contacts of opposite polarity.
We considered two geometries: a geometry with BSF and emitter width of 250 and 800 μm respectively (“high
efficiency”, abbreviated as HE), and one with both BSF and emitter having a width of 1000 μm (“easy manufacturing”,
abbreviated as EM). The different geometries and scenarios result in different metal coverages, as indicated in Table IV.
scenario

BSF
emitter
J0 (non-c ) J0 (c) J0 (non-c) J0 (c)
fA/cm2 fA/cm2 fA/cm2 fA/cm2
A
230
1200
57
2000
B
72
500
57
450
C
72
500
57
450
Table III. J0 values applied for contacted (c) and noncontacted (non-c) diffusions

BSF contact
emitter contact
HE
EM
HE
EM
%
%
%
%
A
7.6
4.0
4.0
3.3
B
7.6
4.0
4.0
3.3
C
2.9
1.5
1.5
1.5
Table IV. Metal contact fractions values for different
scenarios and geometries

scenario

For our current cell, which features the BSF and metallization scheme according to scenario A, we achieved the cell
efficiency of 20.9% on a full 6 inch wafer, as presented in Table I. However, the difference between the parameters of this cell
and of the simulation of scenario A (as shown in Table V) is in the FF, which should be improved significantly and the reasons
for its reduction are being investigated.
For the other two scenarios we employed a lighter BSF, which is more difficult to contact using our standard firethrough metallization, but should be well contactable using non-FT metallization in scenario B and PVD metallization in
scenario C. The emitter and BSF contact recombination in both scenario B and C were assumed to decrease from 2000 to 450
fA/cm2 (emitter) and from 1200 to 500 fA/cm2 (BSF), and will therefore boost the efficiency potential to 22.6% for scenario B
and to 23.1% for scenario C. The optional use of a lighter FFE in scenario C is expected to give an additional 0.2% absolute
increase in efficiency to 23.3% (not shown). The sheet resistance of this lighter FFE was 150 Ωcm while the associated J0 was
set to 30 fA/cm2. The complete set of I/V parameters that resulted from HE scenario A, B and C is listed in Table VI. It can be
seen that only slightly lower efficiencies are expected for the EM geometry, thanks to the presence of the FFE and the pumping
effect, which mitigates the electrical shading to a large extent.

scenario

scenario BSF diffusion
metal
Efficiency [%]
A
heavy
FT
21.8
B
light
non-FT
22.6
C
light
PVD
23.1
Table V. Efficiency potential of mercury IBC cell in
different scenarios (Rbulk=5 Ωcm, HE geometry)

V.

HE

EM
Voc
FF
η
η
Jsc
mA/cm2 mV
%
%
%
656
80.8
21.8
21.5
A
41.2
672
81.6
22.6
22.4
B
41.3
680
82.3
23.1
22.9
C
41.4
Table VI. I/V parameters of mercury IBC cell in different
scenarios (Rbulk=5 Ω.cm)

CONCLUSION

We developed an industrial process to manufacture IBC Mercury cells featuring a front floating emitter on 6 inch n-type
mono-crystalline Czochralski (Cz) silicon wafers. In the course of the process optimisation, we investigated a method to

25th Workshop on Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells and Modules: Materials and Processes, 26-29 July 2015,
Keystone, CO, USA

determine the recombination losses due to the pn-junctions in Mercury IBC cells and their impact on the performance of these
cells. Based on the use of dedicated test structures and from a linear approximation of the losses associated with the number of
pn-junctions, we could consistently quantify the effect of pn-junction recombination on the Voc of the cell. For a specific case
in which the boron diffusion was varied, we could correlate the recombination activity at the pn-junction with different emitter
boron diffusion recipes. By using the boron diffusion recipe that result in no noticeable pn-junction recombination and with
additional optimisation of our industrial process, efficiency of our IBC Mercury cells could be improved by more than 1%
absolute, leading to cell efficiency close to 21%. The ECN module manufacturing technology based on integrated back-foil
will soon be used to make the first 60-cells IBC Mercury module. From 2-D Quokka simulation results, we foresee that 23%
Mercury IBC cells are within reach upon changing the BSF diffusion to a lighter profile, and changing the metallization to less
recombination-inducing alternatives.
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